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Definitions: rotor

L&S Tech. Assoc., Inc.

Rotor = “collector”

for a wind system
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Definitions: wind

• Wind = the ‘fuel’
• Wind has two ‘components’

– Quantity
= wind speed (velocity or V)

– Quality
= ‘clean’ flowing wind  
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Quantity

• = average annual wind speed
• Climate, not weather
• Akin to annual average sun hours for PV 

or head and flow for hydro

• Wind speed increases with height above 
ground…

• …Due to diminished ground drag (friction)
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Power in the wind

V³

• Wind speed = V
• Power available is proportional to wind 

speed x wind speed x wind speed
– or P ~ V x V x V
– or P ~ V ³

• Therefore, 10% V = 33% P
• Lesson ! 6

Quantity: P ~ V³
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Quality

• Turbulence = tumbling & turmoil
• Turbulence is trouble…
• …For the equipment

• Increased wear & tear
• Therefore, increased maintenance
• Decreased life expectance

– …For the electricity generated
• Decreased kWh

– Remember: 10% V = 33% P
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Ideal tower height is rotor + 2x obstacle height, but…

…the ideal may not be practical

Rule of thumb for siting residential wind turbines

Courtesy or NREL
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“Ideal” may not be practical

• Wind farm prospectors seek the ideal…
– …do “blank sheet of paper” siting
– …seek out elevated exposed sites 

• To optimize quantity
• By reducing ground drag to increase V

– …strive for horizontal separation between ground 
clutter and their towers 

• To optimize quality
• Reduce turbulence
• By reducing ground clutter (trees and buildings)
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So, what to do?
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& Driveway
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N

300 ft

• But homeowners, 
farmers, schools, 
and businesses are 
stuck with their real 
estate

• Horizontal 
separation is 
not an option

Courtesy of Sam Simonetta
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Rules of thumb for siting residential 
wind turbines

• Increase vertical separation to 
reduce drag and turbulence 
due to ground clutter
– Foremost consideration

• Therefore, the local landscape 
determines tower height…
…not what the manufacture

offers or what the dealer sells
…not what the zoning district 
permits
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blank

Local landscape determines tower height
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Rule for siting--practical
• Entire rotor MUST be at least 30’ above 

anything within 500’
• Or treeline, which ever is higher
• Minimum clearance criteria
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Rules of thumb for siting residential 
wind turbines

• Rougher surfaces or 
terrain produce gustier 
winds
– (turbulence is trouble)

• Therefore minimize 
turbulence with taller 
towers
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Rules of thumb for siting residential 
wind turbines

• Site upwind of
ground clutter
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Rules of thumb for siting residential 
wind turbines

• A basic fact about 
trees, but often 
forgotten…

• Beware of 
“disappearing winds”
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A basic, but little remembered, 
fact about trees…
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3536373840414446495358636875818894979910010027

43444547495153565963687277838893969910010010029

51525355575962656872768084889296989910010010030

585961636567707376798286899295979910010010010032

656668707274767982848790939597999910010010010033

7172747678808284868991939597989910010010010010035

76777981828486889092949597989910010010010010010036

81828385868890919394969798999910010010010010010038

848687889091929495969798999910010010010010010010039

8889909192939495969798999910010010010010010010010041

90919293949596979798999910010010010010010010010010042

92939495969697989899999910010010010010010010010010044

949596969797989899999910010010010010010010010010010045

Wind Energy in per cent of Wind Energy Without Obstacle
m height 
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Where does the insistence on 
short towers come from?

• “Eye candy” photos
• Aversion to climbing 

and heights
• Restrictive zoning
• Reinforced by those 

more interested in 
selling equipment 
than generating kWh

• It’s about generating, 
not just spinning
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Rules of thumb for siting residential 
wind turbines

1. Wind generators are about renewably 
generated kWh, not spinning blades

2. Towers can be a considerable expense, 
are visible on the landscape, and must 
be climbed, but…

3. Without a proper tower…see rule #1
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3 most common mistakes

• 1. Too short of a tower

• 2. Too short of a tower

• 3. Too short of a tower
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What not to do…
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What works !
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What works !
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Resources

• Wind Power—Renewable Energy for Home, 
Farm, and Business by Paul Gipe

• Small Wind Toolboxes at 
– http://www.renewwisconsin.org/wind/windtoolbox.html

• Wind shade calculator at Danish Wind Energy 
Association 
– http://www.windpower.org/en/tour/wres/shelter/index.

htm

This presentation was funded in part by Focus on Energy


